Online safety quiz
13+ question sheet
Section 1
TikTok

Use the Net Aware site to find the age rating for each app.
WhatsApp

Section 2

Zoom

Among Us

Instagram

Discord

Snapchat

Use the reviews on Net Aware to help you answer the following questions.

1) Where is the game Among Us set?

2) Write down three ways you can contact someone on Instagram.

3) On TikTok what parts of your profile can be seen by other users when your account is set to private?

4) What does the ‘Keep Me Safe’ mode do on Discord?

5) What does ‘Ghost Mode’ on Snapchat do?

Section 3

Read the scenarios below and put a tick next to the answer you think is most appropriate.
You can select more than one answer.

1)	Someone you don’t know has requested to follow
you on Instagram. Do you accept them?
a)	No, you decline the request and block/ tell a
parent/guardian/teacher if it’s made you feel
uncomfortable or worried.
	b)	Yes, accept the friend request and send them a
message asking who they are.
c) You ask your friends if they know who they are.
2) S
 omeone from school has asked you to send a
video or image of yourself over Snapchat.
What should you do?
a) Send a video or image back to them.
b) Report or block them.
c)	Tell them you don’t feel comfortable sharing
an image or video with them.

Check out the answer
sheet to see how you did.

3)	You’re at a sleepover and a friend suggests going
on a chat site that lets you video call with people you
don’t know. What do you do?
a) Go on the chat site.
b) Go on the chat site but hide your face.
c)	Tell your friend you feel uncomfortable
doing that and suggest another activity.
4) E
 veryone at school has been talking about a new
mobile game that launched over the weekend. It
sounds like it might be for people older than you as
it’s quite violent and you’re not sure if your parent or
carer would want you to play it. Your friend asks if
you want to play it after school. What do you do?
a)	Download it straight away and challenge
them to a game.
b)	Tell your friend that you need to speak with
your parent/guardian before you download
any new sites/apps or games.
c) Suggest another game you can play together.
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Online safety quiz
13+ answer sheet
Section 1

Finding the age rating for each app.

TikTok

WhatsApp

Zoom

Among Us

Instagram

Discord

Snapchat

13+

16+

16+

7+

13+

13+

13+

Section 2

Trivia

1) Answer: A spaceship.
2) Answer: Send them a direct message, reply to their story and comment on their post.
3) A
 nswer: Other users can still see your profile picture and username. Make sure to choose an appropriate
username and profile picture that doesn’t include any personal information.
4)	Answer: The ‘Keep Me Safe’ mode on Discord scans any image sent to you via direct message to check whether it
contains anything that goes against the app’s Community Guidelines.
5) Answer: Enabling ‘Ghost Mode’ on Snapchat lets you hide your location so people can’t see where you are.

Section 3

Scenarios

1) Answer: A. You should never accept a follow request from someone you don’t know offline.
2) A
 nswer: C. You should never share private things, such as:
• personal information, like names, emails, phone numbers, location and school names
• other people’s personal information
• links to join private group chats
• photos of yourself
• photos of your body, such as sexual photos or videos.
3) A
 nswer: C. There are risks talking to people you don’t know online so you should never video call or speak to someone you
don’t know online without letting your parent or carer know.
4) A
 nswer: B. You should always ask a parent or carer before you download a new app or game on your phone so you can
decide together whether it’s appropriate.
	Note for parents and carers: When your child gets a new device set some rules with them around the apps and games
they’re allowed to use and write them down in a Family Agreement. When they come to you and ask about a new app or
game, make sure to explore it with them together and chat through why they want to use it. Use the reviews on Net Aware
to help you decide whether it’s appropriate.

For more online safety advice and reviews on the latest apps,
social media sites and games, visit net-aware.org.uk
Other resources
NSPCC – nspcc.org.uk Childline – childline.org.uk
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